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Invoxia extends its IP telephony range
With the NVX 220 launch, invoxia expands its products range and keeps the focus on simplifying the day-to-day
user experience.

Las Vegas, CES - January 5, 2014 – Following on the launch of the NVX 620 and the Audioffice, invoxia unveils
this year the NVX 220 during CES Las Vegas. This new VOIP (SIP) desktop phone will fit all desks of businesses
from the Small office Home Office (SOHO) to the largest multinational companies. It offers an extreme ease of
use which makes of it a simple device from its installation and on a daily-basis. Answering the BYOD (bring your
own device) trend, the NVX 220 uses smartphones and tablets as a user interface thanks to the invoxia app
where all the advanced features are available. This new IP Phone will create an unparalleled IP desktop phones
range with the NVX 620 driven by simplicity and audio quality.

The NVX 220:
 Gives people access to all their smartphone contacts from their desk.
 Allows people to call within the invoxia app from their SIP and mobile line.
 Enables people to dial from their smartphone or tablet and enjoy the comfort and quality of the handset
during calls.
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Simplicity: at the core of the product
Simplicity is primarily addressed by the NVX 220’s pure and elegant design. As a matter of fact, the device
radically simplifies the traditional office phone by using iOS and Android smartphones and tablets as a main user
interface via the invoxia app. The app is available for free on the AppStore and Google Play Store. It will help you
with the initial configuration stage and afterwards on a daily basis because it displays all your contacts (both
mobile and Skype), your call list, a numerical keypad, as well as all call settings. For example, with the
intuitiveness of your smartphone or tablet you’ll be able to easily transfer or merge calls.
It’s a complete communication device, in addition to a SIP line it offers an inbuilt Skype account and optimizes all
applications for communication such as Skype, Bria, Viber…
Following on from the NVX 620, the NVX 220 is a pioneering solution in mobile –fixed line convergence.
Ultra-intuitive navigation
The NVX 220 is compatible with Android and iOS device interfaces. Through the user-friendly, smart and intuitive
invoxia application which is free to download, all telephone functions are easy to find and control. The unified
interface of the invoxia app let you call from the app on your Mobile or SIP line and all incoming calls are received
on the same device fusing both the mobile line and VOIP line in one single mobile convergence solution. The
NVX 220 is an essential tool which increases the productivity and ease of use of business communications.
BYOD
The NVX 220 is designed to answer the continual increase and variety of personal technology devices used
within companies. It’s therefore a unique desktop phone solution that integrates smartphones and tablets as a
control interface, with a docking station which also charges them.
It brings together your entire communication world into one: by combining your wired and wireless phones in a
single device. The NVX 220 seamlessly merges business and mobile in one device.
In other words:
- all your smartphone and tablets contacts are easily accessible from your desktop phone
- you may dial either from your smartphone / tablets or from your VOIP/Skype account thanks to the Invoxia App.
High Quality Sound
To enhance the sound quality, the NVX 220 offers HD Sound for VOIP and Skype calls and also for mobile calls
when paired via Bluetooth with a compatible smartphone (when calling another smartphone). You can fully
benefit from a high sound quality on all calls using the handset. HD sound is a remarkable improvement over
standard mobile voice. By supporting the transmission of HD voice, the NVX 220 offers an impressive and much
fuller sound. It gives voices much more clarity by making them sharper and more accurate.
NVX 220 for HD sound:
- Extends the voice bandwidth up to 8kHz
- Supports VoIP apps with G.722 codec
- Supports Bluetooth mSBC wideband speech codec to transmit the mobile AMR WB codec (Deutsche Telekom,
Orange, T Mobile UK...) quality.
Built to last
Once again, the NVX 220 is a never-obsolete and evolutionary device; it’ll perfectly adapt to future generations of
smartphones and tablets. As a connected device, its firmware will also regularly be updated remotely.

Recommended by WHO
It is recommended by World Health Organization (WHO) not to use the mobile phone for extended periods of time
therefore the NVX 220 prevents people from always having to hold their mobile phone next to their ear.
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Technical Specifications
Length: 7.2 inches, Width: 6.2 inches, Height: 1.1 inches
Weight : 3.3lb
Availability
The NVX 220 will be available in the US and Europe during Q1 2014 and available to purchase from
www.invoxia.com priced at 350 US$ or 266 € excluding VAT worldwide.

About invoxia
Invoxia’s mission is to modernize business telephony by providing high quality Bluetooth docking stations and
VoIP desktop phones.
Since the beginning we focus on simplifying the user experience, improving its comfort and efficiency, providing
an exceptional sound quality thanks to our In Vivo Acoustic technology.
www.invoxia.com
Invoxia’s product range dedicated for businesses and Small Office Home Office:

NVX 620 by invoxia:
Smart IP desktop Phone for
high quality conference calls

NVX 220 by invoxia:
Smart IP personal desktop
phone

Audioffice by invoxia:
Speakerphone for
smartphone and tablets
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Invoxia will be participating in CES Unveiled Las Vegas. January 5, 2014, 4-7 p.m. Mandalay Bay, Level 3,
South Seas Ballroom C, Las Vegas.

